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What we’ll cover 
today

How QSRs are driving revenue and 

decreasing costs with intelligent event data

How QSRs are leveraging 
demand intelligence
Practical use cases of QSRs gaining a 
competitive advantage by using smart 
data to better understand demand

Using events to match supply 
to demand 
Why tracking real-world events at the 
local level is crucial to understanding 
demand patterns for individual stores

Changing demand patterns
Better understand current trends and 
how events impact QSR demand



A new breed of enterprise has emerged

Source: AWS RWAR Report, 2021 

expect their business to 
grow in the next year, 

predicting a rise in 
revenue of 21%.

say new entrants & disruptors 
were able to move quicker in 
adopting cloud technologies 

and have taken market share. 

are confident their 
organization is now agile + 
can easily change or adapt 

to suit market/societal 
shifts in next 12 months.

65% 89% 46%



Demand patterns 
have changed

Shifting consumer 
preferences + behavior

Increased complexity 
+  variables

Labor shortages

How do you do a better 

job at predicting how 

many people are going to 

walk in the door? 



Imagine a world where…

⇀ Restaurants know exactly when there will be a 
sudden increase or decrease in demand

⇀ Restaurants can instantly access accurate 
location-based demand insights 

⇀ Unexpected demand fluctuations are a rarity

Event data unlocks these 
possibilities and much more



Understanding demand catalysts and 

predicting demand for each business 

location unlocks a world of new 

possibilities. 

Events drive demand



School Holidays

Public Holidays

Daylight Savings

Politics

Academic Events

ObservancesSports Games

Conferences

Expos

Performing Arts

Concerts

Community

Festivals Live TV Events

Severe Weather

Airport Delays

Terror Attacks

Health Warnings

Disasters

Accurate demand insights require deep and diverse coverage of event categories

What is event data?



Why does event data 
matter?

Intelligent event data enables 
companies to plan with greater 
accuracy because they know about 
demand-impacting events – like 
sports, severe weather, and school 
holidays – in advance.



Events are powerful demand drivers for QSRs

+45%

For one global QSR chain, 
certain kinds of festivals can 

drive demand for their 
breakfast offerings up by

-41%

For one of the USA's top 
10 QSRs, heat waves can 

drive demand for ice 
cream up by

…but for burgers, 
down by an average of 

+124%



Order optimization
Identify spikes in demand weeks and months in 
advance to proactively adjust supply levels, 
reroute suppliers, and avoid rush shipments.

More tailored personalization
Know what types of events drive your most loyal 
customers and use that to continue to win their 
business. 

Refine staffing schedules
More accurately schedule labor to ensure stores 
are adequately staffed on peak demand days. 

Gain visibility into upcoming events across store locations
Unlock planning and operational efficiencies



Historical data alone 
doesn’t cut it anymore

QSRs need verified external data to 
make informed decisions about where 
to put their resources, and when.

But sourcing, verifying, and 
standardizing external data is a 
complex process.



Understand what's
going on in each of your 

locations at scale and in 
an automated way

PredictHQ aggregates, cleanses, 
enriches, and correlates events to 

deliver you clean, accurate, intelligent 
insights – driven by 2+ billion data 

points and counting.



How QSRs are leveraging 
demand intelligence
Practical use cases of QSRs gaining a 
competitive advantage by using smart 
data to better understand demand

Using events to match supply 
to demand 
Why tracking real-world events at the 
local level is crucial to understanding 
demand patterns for individual stores

Changing demand patterns
Better understand current trends and 
how events impact QSR demand



How demand intelligence 
unlocks data-driven 
business decisions



Drive revenue + decrease costs with 
intelligent event data

Optimize Labor 
Management

Improve Inventory 
Control

Enhance Demand 
Forecast Accuracy

Improve sales forecast accuracy 
and adjust planning ahead of 

demand fluctuations

Reduce labor costs by avoiding 
over and under staffing

Prevent waste by ensuring 
perishable inventory accurately 

matches demand 



Track real-world events at a 
local level

QSRs integrate granular event data to: 

● Accurately match supply to 
demand on a local level

● Prepare their delivery arm to 
make on-time deliveries

● Cut costs by adjusting staff and 
stock inventory of individual 
locations





How QSRs are leveraging 
demand intelligence
Practical use cases of QSRs gaining a 
competitive advantage by using smart 
data to better understand demand

Using events to match supply 
to demand 
Why tracking real-world events at the 
local level is crucial to understanding 
demand patterns for individual stores

Changing demand patterns
Better understand current trends and 
how events impact QSR demand



Examples of how 
QSRs integrate 

verified event data



To make sure labor hours are 
optimized and rush replenishment is 
reduced. 

She expects a slight improvement to 
their daily sales forecast could net 
$5m or more a year in savings.

CHALLENGE

Global coverage and the ability to 
ingest multiple event categories 
without maintaining multiple data 
pipelines– provided by PredictHQ.

Based on early results, their head of 
data science now believes they will 
have an estimated cost savings in 
excess of $10m per year.

SOLUTION

Example 1
Stephanie, Chief Financial Officer



Building a new dashboard for regional 
and store managers to make inventory 
and staffing decisions. 

Store managers contribute to the 
CFO’s top-level revenue number. 

Many of their locations are next to 
venues with sporting events and 
concerts which the managers want to 
know about.

CHALLENGE

Farid originally was going to use a 
ticketing website but found they only 
captures about 50% of events 
happening at the venus he tested. 

He went with PredictHQ so managers 
could make more informed staffing 
and replenishment decisions.

SOLUTION

Example 2
Farid, Head of Business Intelligence



Franchisees are wasting time finding 
events on the internet to input into a 
corporate delivered calendar. 

The franchisees spend between 15 
minutes and 2 hours weekly.

The events are critical to corporate 
because part of their advertising 
budget is tied directly to events.

CHALLENGE

Franchisees were provided  with 
logins to PredictHQ so they could see 
what is happening around their 
locations in the next 90 days. 

The team has reduced the time it 
takes to search for events, and are 
working towards integrating 
PredictHQ automatically into the 
calendar.

SOLUTION

Example 3
Valerie, Head of Franchisees



Visibility/Insights

01 NO CODE 

Perform analysis + gain insights

02 LOW CODE 

Integration
Automate to set up business rules

ML Forecasting
Generate recommendations to users

03 FEATURE ENGINEERING

Use demand intelligence based on your needs
From gaining visibility to integrating into models, companies are quickly extracting value at scale.



What can you do 
to start today?

1. Come over to our booth

2. We’ll discuss your potential use cases

a. Better understand restaurant-level 

demand

b. Reduce labor related expenses 

c. Tighten inventory control

3. Sign up for your free 14 day trial 



Contact me if you have any questions: jj@predicthq.com

Drop your business card or email in the bowl up front 
to be entered in to win access to demand intelligence 

for 90 days for 5 of your locations


